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Preface
• This is a PowerPoint version of the findings of an independent research project conducted by Material Economics and
commissioned by Breakthrough Energy during the period of September 2020 to November 2020
• The study seeks to answer two main questions:
• How can Europe accelerate the growth of clean (or carbon-free) hydrogen, and in particular green hydrogen?
• How can Europe capture a major share of the industrial value associated with green hydrogen and ensure strategic autonomy?
• This presentation can be seen as a supporting document to the white paper Mainstreaming Green Hydrogen in Europe and should
be read together with it
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Executive summary (1/2)

Hydrogen has received huge
attention the last years, for good
reasons: It has the potential to
become a cornerstone of the
future clean economy

Our analysis suggests Europe can
mainstream green hydrogen faster
than current strategies say, with
540 TWh potential near-term
demand and 1,200-1,400 TWh
given sufficient cost decreases,
investments, and policy support

• Regions, countries, and organisations globally are ambitiously pursuing this opportunity; Europe faces strong
competition especially from China, the electrolyser cost leader, as well as renewables rich Australia and the Middle
East who are looking to become green H2 export superpowers and are investing in large projects
• Europe has the platform for becoming a global leader: with strong enabling regulation, large demand clusters,
electrolyser quality, (early) innovation leadership, and significant automation strengths which can be used to drive
down costs. These advantages must be leveraged

• Green hydrogen is already commercially attractive in several market segments if value-chain consortia are created
leverage when end-product green premiums are <1%, when manufacturers are large and have set ambitious value
chain decarbonisation targets, and when green hydrogen is the most competitive decarbonisation solution
• It is possible to rapidly realise this, but scale and speed will be needed to both bring down costs, from ~5 to 1.52€/kg H2. In total, ~€550-700 billion investments1,2,3 and over 280 GW1,3 dedicated RES (almost as much as
Europe’s total PV and wind capacity today) will be needed

1 Based on a ~1,200 TWh green hydrogen demand
2 Includes investments in end-use sectors such as those needed for e.g. new steel plants using direct reduced iron technology
3 Assuming 70% of H2 production to cover European demand occurs within Europe
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Executive summary (2/2)
• Establish lead markets: Europe should start by establishing lead markets for fertilisers, fuel cell trucking, and
green steel for mobility and buildings (public procurement), H2 for refineries and petrochemicals, and green
shipping. To do this policymakers should catalyse industry demand and develop downstream policy interventions
and investigate potential contract-for-difference mechanisms and portfolio standards
Europe can achieve this ambition!
We need to fast-track the creation
of the green hydrogen market, for
which action in four key areas are
required

The time to act is now

• Mobilise massive investments: Policymakers should provide strong convening support to platforms orchestrating
value-chain collaborations (EGHAC, CHA), expand use of de-risking demonstration funding (e.g. InvestEU) and
financing guarantees (from e.g. Innovation Fund), and enable significant public OPEX support
• Accelerate innovation: Innovation can be accelerated with public/private industry collaborations when identifying
R&D priorities, strengthened knowledge flows, the establishment of “hydrogen valleys” near industrial clusters, and
earmarked funding for hydrogen innovation
• Establish enabling policies and standards: Consider increasing the ambition of European and Member State
targets, focusing them on demand instead of production targets, speed up timelines for the detailed policies and
standards required (fair access, fuelling standards, certificates of origin, et cetera), and get permitting times for
RES down to the stipulated 2-3 years and promote greater energy system integration
• This is precisely the type of clean technology journey that Europe says it wants, and it can help Europe achieve its
core goals of building back better and securing strategic, open autonomy. This is a prize worth fighting for, and
Europe should do its very best to capture this opportunity
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Clean hydrogen has the potential to become a cornerstone of our future economy…
Global H2 By 2050

H2

Similar to global oil today

~1,500-2,000 Mtoe H2
(~190-250 Mtoe in Europe)

~4,000 Mtoe TFC1

~€2.5 trillion market
(~€820 billion in Europe)

~€2.5-3.5 trillion market
(EU imports >20x EU production)

~6 Gt CO2 avoided2
(0.5-1 Gt CO2 in Europe)

~10-15 Gt CO23

…while driving innovation, tech leadership and strategic autonomy
1
2
3
Sources:

Total final consumption (of energy)
Compared to grey hydrogen
Calculated based on crude oil emission factor from IEA (74.5 kgCO2/mmBtu) and total final energy consumption from oil
Hydrogen Council, FCH-JU, IEA, IBISWorld, Eurostat, FCH-JU, Material Economics.
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Countries and regions globally are realising the potential of H2
Regions and countries are launching hydrogen strategies

• EU and several member states have published
hydrogen strategies in 2020 (e.g. DE, NL, FR)
• In total, Member States have dedicated to
invest ~35 B€ in hydrogen initiatives

• Hydrogen strategy published 2019, looking
to become a key exporter of hydrogen
• 1.2 B€ to support low emission technologies
including hydrogen

• Hydrogen strategy published already 2017
• Significant focus on hydrogen as a key way to
decarbonise industry, heating, and power
generation

• Hydrogen strategy yet to be published, but
have released white paper on H2 in China
• China estimates a demand of 60 Mt H2 in
2050, out of which 70% will be green

• Hydrogen strategy yet to be published
• 64 M$ public funding committed to
hydrogen in 2020

Sources: European Hydrogen Energy Ministerial Meeting Global Action Agenda Progress Report (2020), EU Hydrogen Strategy, Material Economics analysis
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Organisations globally are also pursuing the opportunity
Companies are setting up ambitious green hydrogen initiatives and projects
Value chain collaborations

+

New business divisions

+
+

+

+

Large scale RES & H2 projects

Technology JVs1

+

1 Note this is a JV on fuel cells, not specifically on green hydrogen
Sources: Hydrogen Energy Ministerial Meeting Global Action Agenda Progress Report (2020), Material Economics analysis
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Prerequisites for EU leadership exist, but challenges remain
Europe vs. other regions’ H2 leadership
When not individually mentioned, “Others” is an average of North America, Australia, Japan, South Korea, China, and Middle East
Innovation leadership
(% of startups)

EU
N.Am
Others

Wind and solar electric
energy potential (EJ/a)3

EU
ME
AUS
Others

Electrolyser production
(Market share)

EU
Japan
China
Others

Current projects
announced (kton H2)

EU
AUS
Others

Demand and policy
(Bloomberg H2 scoring3)

EU
Others

1
2
3
Sources:

55%

30%

3%
110

Europe has strong demand clusters and supportive policy
priorities, and is an (early) leader on hydrogen innovation

•

Additionally, Europe is a leading electrolyser producer with the
largest market share and reputation for the highest quality, while
China seems to be the cost leader

•

Europe has less abundant solar and wind resources vs. M.E.
and Australia, but Europe’s circumference (e.g. Spain, the Nordics)
comes close and may be competitive if considering transport needs

•

When it comes to announced electrolyser projects, Europe is also
well placed with over 1.2 Mt H2 projects announced, second only
to Australia

292
275

144
17%
15%

•

28%
40%
~1,260
1,496

~550

~9.7
~8.6

Based on estimated solar and wind electric energy potential in a long term high scenario from Deng et al (2015) Quantifying a realistic, worldwide wind and solar electricity supply
However, wind power is still slightly more expensive than cheapest solar power
Bloomberg’s ranking of countries for H2 economy (across policy & regulation, infrastructure & market sophistication, and R&D and demonstration); 2. Based on Solargis and World Bank’s Global Solar Atlas; 3. Based on startup landscape from Contrarian Ventures
IEEFA, Bloomberg, Bloomberg NEF, Contrarian VC, IEA, IW, Deng et al (15), Expert interviews, Material Economics
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The EU should take action in four key areas to accelerate green hydrogen
Fe

Establish lead markets

• Key candidates include green fertiliser, H2 for
refineries and petrochemicals, fuel cell
trucking, green steel for mobility and
buildings (public procurement), and green
shipping
• Develop downstream policy interventions and
investigate potential contract-for-difference
mechanisms and portfolio standards

Mobilise massive investments,
incl. in RES

Accelerate innovation

• Policymakers to provide strong convening
support to platforms orchestrating valuechain collaborations (EGHAC, CHA)

• Public collaboration with industry when
identifying R&D priorities and strengthen
knowledge flows

• Expand use of de-risking demonstration
funding (e.g. InvestEU) and financing
guarantees (from e.g. Innovation Fund)

• Support establishment “hydrogen valleys”1
near industrial clusters
• Earmarked funding for hydrogen innovation

• Enable significant public OPEX support
Establish enabling policies and standards

• Consider increasing the ambition of European and Member state targets, focusing them on demand instead of production targets
• Speed up timelines for all the detailed policies and standards that are required (fair access, fuelling standards, certificates of origin, et cetera), getting it
“right” when all the relevant regulations are being revised next year (e.g. Renewable Energy Directive, Energy Taxation Directive, TEN-T2, etc.)
• Get permitting times for RES down to the stipulated 2-3 years and promote greater energy system integration
1 Specific clusters of innovative hydrogen projects, companies, and initiatives
2 Trans European Transport Networks
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An end-product view reveals large potential demand already now
Traditional approach: Commodity cost
competitiveness logic €/t

”End-product” competitiveness logic to find
potential demand €/car

✓

+0-20%1
530

Fossil steel cost

630

>1,300
~1,300

Green H2 steel cost

Profit, FF car2

0-90

>90

Green steel Sustainability value
premium (cost)3

• Approach taken by most reports

• Company and policy induced change

• Policy induced change likely needed

• Resulting demand:
A: ~540 TWh in the near term
B: ~1,200-1,400 TWh given cost decreases & policy

• Resulting demand: <10 TWh today

1 Green premium for steel depends on various factors, e.g. access to very low electricity prices, capacity factors, end-to-end production integration, etc. 2. Based on VW units sold and earnings after tax 2019; 3. assuming 900kg steel per car
Sources: Mission Possible (2018), VW Group Annual Report https://worldsteelprices.com/
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Profit, green
steel car

Green H2 is crucial to decarbonising leaders’ value chains
Green fertiliser

Green H2 steel
Carbon-neutral new passenger
car fleet 2039

Zero net emissions for all
products 2039

Net zero carbon emissions 2045
Climate neutral value-chain 2050

Zero net emissions 2050

Green shipping

Fuel cell trucking
Net zero emissions by
2050

Net zero emissions by
2050

Climate positive
value-chain 2040

Carbon neutral by
2050
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Northvolt accelerated demand using a value chain approach
~€3 BN raised in
equity and debt

Value chain off-take agreements
Early public support to de-risk and
bring in private investors
~€17M from Vinnova & EM1 & ~€50M
from EIB2 (EDP3)

Northvolt & VW sign
agreement for factory in
Salzgitter (€900M
investment & offtake
agreement)

BMW places €2 BN order
for Northvolt batteries

EBA4 driving public policy focus and value chain collaboration
2016
1
2
3
4
Sources:

2017

2018

2019

Energimyndigheten
European Investment Bank
Energy Demonstration Projects Facility
European Battery Alliance
Northvolt, EIB
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2020

2021

~8,900 TWh theoretical H2 demand, with ~540 TWh potential demand in the near term
Potential green hydrogen demand, theoretical maximum and “potential demand” in the near term
TWh green H2 per year (note: this is a top-down approach to calculating demand)

Energy storage
Industry
(steel, chemicals)
Industrial Heating

~8,900
570
780
450
2,800

6,100

Primarily residential
heating (heat pumps) and
passenger cars (BEV3)
2,260 TWh

Residential heating
~2,800
Transport

4,331

Total theoretical
demand

1
2
3
4
Source:

~830

H2

Sectors with
significantly
more competitive
green solutions4

~930

Potential long
term demand

Sectors with high
Sectors with limited
green premium
sustainability
today (e.g. aviation) focus/small producers

H2
~500

~540 TWh

Relevant demand
covered by other
green solutions
(e.g. BEV trucks)

Potential demand
in the near term

This is all energy demand in sectors where H2 could theoretically play a role in decarbonisation, however a significant part of this will be covered by other solutions, as described in following steps
100% of energy and feedstock demand in sectors where it is likely hydrogen will play major part in decarbonisation
Battery electric vehicles
Note: these are considered separate from the “relevant demand covered by other green solutions” segment as in this segment we include the sectors were we believe almost none of the demand will be covered by green hydrogen solutions (we assume 0% for simplicity)
Material Economics analysis based on multiple sources (e.g. Eurostat, EEA, IEA, FCH-JU)
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There could be ~540TWh potential demand already in the near term
Potential demand for green H2 in end sectors
Willing share of end-use sector (%) vs. potential sector H2 demand (TWh)

What determines
potential demand
Will end-product cost
increase <1%?
Are end-product
producers large enough
to invest?

% of sector
demand

Remaining locked demand
Potential demand in the near term

100%

2.800

80%
60%

2.260

40%
20%

Glass/Plastic bottles
[H2 heating]

Energy storage
[H2 storage]

Trucking Heavy
[Fuel cells]
Trucking LightMedium [Fuel cells]

Avation LH
[Synfuels]3
Aviation SH
[Fuel cells]3

Shipping clothing
[Alternative fuels]

Plywood [Methanol]1
Cereal-based foods
[Ammonia]2
Diesel
[Hydrogenation]

Other steel products

Is H2 competitive vs other
possible low-CO2 sols.?

Automotive [H2 steel]

H2

540
0%

Buildings [H2 steel]

Do end-product
producers have strong
climate targets?

Total H2
potential
TWh

H2 potential
split TWh

Even if 540 TWh demand exists in the near term, it will often take several years to transition the sector given various barriers such as permitting, construction
timelines, etc.
1
2
3
Source:

Example product: Methanol is used in Formaldehyde, which is included in many different products
Example product: Green premium of green ammonia fertilizers used in wheat production for bread, beer or other food and drinks
LH: Long haul, SH: Short haul
Material Economics analysis based on multiple sources (e.g. Eurostat, EEA, IEA, FCH-JU)
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Barriers to implementation and opportunities to accelerate progress
Barriers

END USE SEGMENTS

RES production &
grid expansion

H2 production, incl. Sector production
electrolysers
capacity1

Timeline

Investment cycles

Infrastructure

Regulation &
permitting

Business-asusual timeline

Accelerated
timeline2

Agriculture
ammonia

5-7y

1-3y

Petrochemicals3

5-7y

1-3y

Industrial heating

5-7y

2-4y

Energy storage

6-8y

3-5y

Trucking - short
haul

6-8y

3-5y

Shipping (alt. fuels)

6-15y

4-15y4

Trucking - long haul

8-10y

5-7y

H2 steel

10-15y

4-7y

Aviation - long haul

10-15y

~10y

Aviation - short haul

>15y

~15y

1
2
3
4
Source:

Production capacity of key materials or products, e.g. steel, ammonia, fuel cell trucks etc.
Does not take into account additional delays that would occur if all sectors were to pursue hydrogen at the same time, i.e. each is evaluated individually
Includes hydrogenation in refineries and methanol production
As shipping engines can be relatively quickly shifted to ammonia some demand can come within a few years, but a large scale overhaul will likely take significant time
Material Economics analysis based on several expert interviews
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Barriers’ impact on transition speed
Significant impact (>4y)
Moderate impact (1-3y)
Limited impact (~1y)
Negligible impact (<1y)

Timeline
Short term (<3y)
Medium term (3-5y)
Long term (>5y)

Cost reductions and enabling policy could unlock a great deal further demand
Potential demand for green H2 from end-use sectors
Willing share of end-use sector (%) vs. potential sector H2 demand (TWh)
Remaining locked demand

% of sector demand
100%

Potential demand in the near term

Additional demand from policy, more sust. focus & low GH2 cost 1

2.800

80%

1,400-1,600

60%
40%

660-860

20%

1
2
3
4
Source:

Glass/Plastic bottles
[H2 heating]

Energy storage
[H2 storage]

Trucking Heavy
[Fuel cells]
Trucking
Light-Medium
[Fuel cells]

Avation LH
[Synfuels]3
Aviation SH
[Fuel cells]3

Shipping clothing
[Alternative fuels]

Other steel products
Plywood [Methanol]1
Cereal-based foods
[Ammonia]2
Diesel
[Hydrogenation]

Automotive [H2 steel]

540

Buildings [H2 steel]

0%

Assumptions: green hydrogen prices at 1.7 €/kg reducing green premiums, willingness to pay small premium increases from average 30% to 55% across sectors (incl. technological maturity), and a carbon price of 60 €/t CO2 is introduced
Example product: Methanol is used in Formaldehyde, which is included in many different products
Example product: Green premium of green ammonia fertilizers used in wheat production for bread
LH: Long haul, SH: Short haul
Material Economics analysis based on multiple sources (e.g. Eurostat, EEA, IEA, FCH-JU)
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Total H2
potential
TWh

H2 potential
split TWh
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Major cost decreases are needed, but are also achievable
Green H2 costs
€/kg H2, LCOH

Electrolysers

Electricity

Industrialisation (Moore’s law) &
innovation
Average CAPEX cost €/kW1

-67%
5.1

Transport and storage

Repeat of last decade’s RES
journey
Average cost €/MWh

-75%

Local production where possible, else
H2 highways & centralised storage
Average cost €/kg LCOH2 contribution

-50%

1,015

40

0.6
0.4-0.7

Grey H2 cost

250

2020

1
2
3
4
Source:

20

1.7

2030

2020

330

11

Needed cost Cost w EU
2x40 GW
plan3

2020

Needed
cost

Lowest
solar bid
Portugal

Average
cost needed
2030 4

2000km pipeline
& salt cavern
storage cost

Assumptions: 280 GW capacity installed globally (1200 TWh) from a base of 300 MW today, 13% learning rate for electrolysers. Lifetimes expected to increase by 20% and efficiency by 29% from 62% to 80% electricity to hydrogen conversion
Levelised cost of hydrogen
Assuming the only electrolysers built are those to achieve the 2x40 GW target set by Hydrogen Europe (i.e. ignoring production in other regions)
Note: for storage cost we have assumed an average Levelised cost of storage of 0.2 €/kg and haven’t adjusted for the fact that not all H2 will be stored. This is a conservative assumption, but also accounts for the fact that some storage will likely be more expensive when salt caverns are not available
Material Economics analysis based on multiple sources (e.g. FCH-JU, BNEF, Lazard) and expert interviews. Wind Europe, Solar Power Europe
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There are different ways to achieve required cost decreases across the value chain
What is needed to get to below 2 €/kg green hydrogen (LCOH €/kg H2 delivered)
5.1

0.8
0.6
• 300-fold prod capacity
(300 MW to 110 GW) • Electricity
• 5% efficiency increase price at 30
• 10% increased lifetime €/MWh

Today

Electrolyzer
technology

Abundant
cheap RES

0.1
• 40% of O2
and 20% of
heat sold

Oxygen and
heat sales

0.5

3.6

0.5

• Production up to 300
GW
• Electricity
• 15% efficiency
price at 20
increase
€/MWh
• 10% increased lifetime
Cost with 500 TWh
global demand

Electrolyzer
technology

Abundant
cheap RES

0.9
1.7

• Local prod, pipelines
when needed
Efficient and low
cost infrastructure1

Cost with 1200
TWh global
demand

Electrolyser technology innovation

Abundant cheap RES

Efficient and low cost infrastructure

• Acceleration of project deployments
• Mobilisation of investments
• Innovation support focused on efficiency gains and
electrolyser lifetimes

• Rapid deployment to reduce costs
• Optimised utilisation of electrolysers
• Large scale production in European circumference,
e.g. Spain, Portugal, the Nordics (and potentially N.
Africa) for excess H2 needs

• Optimised balance of local (prioritised if possible) and
centralised production
• Dedicated high volume pipelines
• 100% repurposed pipelines where possible
• Centralised large storage solutions

1 Assuming average costs of transport and storage today is 1.5 €/kg H2 produced. In 2030, 50% local production, 40% transported by pipelines and 10% transported by road/maritime freight.
Source: Material Economics analysis based on multiple sources (BNEF, FCH-JU, etc.) and expert interviews
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Investment needs of ~545-690 B€ are needed for a significant transition to green
hydrogen
Investments needed to enable 1,200 TWh green hydrogen demand1 B€, 2020-2030
H2 infrastructure

250

Electrolyzer
investments

545-690
30-60

End-use sector
transition

90-105

RES Capacity

175-225

200

~160-190

<10

~175-220

Transport
sector2

Energy3

Total

150
100

250-300

Investments needed 2020-30

50
0

~15-30

<10

Heavy industry Petrochem.

1 Assuming 70% of H2 production to cover European demand occurs within Europe
2 E.g. investments needed for new trucks, ships, etc. in the transport sector
3 We assume only small investments are needed as majority of generation capacity comes from repurposing existing gas turbines
Assumptions: Assumed only largest trucks drive on hydrogen, assume no new infrastructure is needed for petrochem. industry to start using green hydrogen instead of grey
Source: Material Economics analysis based on multiple sources (e.g. Mission Possible (2018), Lazard, ACEA, Eurostat, FCH-JU, Lloyd)
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0.3-0.6x additional dedicated RES vs. today’s forecasts will be needed in
Europe for significant green hydrogen production
Historical and required future electricity production capacity from renewables Cumulative GW
1,200
1,000

Additional capacity needed assuming 70%
of 1,200 TWh demand produced in Europe

800
600

Additional capacity needed assuming 70%
of 540 TWh demand produced in Europe

+120

400

Growth needed for EU 65%
target renewables penetration

200

Current solar & wind capacity

0
2015

2019

2025

2030

The rate of renewables buildout will need to be increased vs. what is required to reach renewables penetration targets, but is only a
slight pace increase vs the last five years
1 ~10 GW already forecasted capacity for H2 prod. accounted for (reducing additional capacity needed from 280 to 270 GW)
2 Based on demand from 540-1,200 TWh in Europe, with 70% being produced in the region
Source: IEA ETP 2017, Solar Power Europe, Wind Europe, Morgan Stanley, Material Economics analysis
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The EU should take action in four key areas to accelerate green hydrogen
Fe

Establish lead markets

• Key candidates include green fertiliser, H2 for
refineries and petrochemicals, fuel cell
trucking, green steel for mobility and
buildings (public procurement), and green
shipping
• Develop downstream policy interventions and
investigate potential contract-for-difference
mechanisms and portfolio standards

Mobilise massive investments,
incl. in RES

Accelerate innovation

• Policymakers to provide strong convening
support to platforms orchestrating valuechain collaborations (EGHAC, CHA)

• Public collaboration with industry when
identifying R&D priorities and strengthen
knowledge flows

• Expand use of de-risking demonstration
funding (e.g. InvestEU) and financing
guarantees (from e.g. Innovation Fund)

• Support establishment “hydrogen valleys”1
near industrial clusters
• Earmarked funding for hydrogen innovation

• Enable significant public OPEX support
Establish enabling policies and standards

• Consider increasing the ambition of European and Member state targets, focusing them on demand instead of production targets
• Speed up timelines for all the detailed policies and standards that are required (fair access, fuelling standards, certificates of origin, et cetera), getting it
“right” when all the relevant regulations are being revised next year (e.g. Renewable Energy Directive, Energy Taxation Directive, TEN-T2, etc.)
• Get permitting times for RES down to the stipulated 2-3 years and promote greater energy system integration
1 Specific clusters of innovative hydrogen projects, companies, and initiatives
2 Trans European Transport Networks
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Accelerate innovation

5 key requirements to accelerate green H2 innovation
Focused efforts on improved
conversion efficiency, transport and
storage, and end-use sectors
(e.g. fuel cell durability)

Innovation
where it can
drive large cost decreases

Strengthened
knowledge
flows

Requirements for
accelerated innovation

Innovation agencies working with industry
& actively requesting technologies and
research in Europe’s interest

Proactive
innovation
leadership

Boosted
H2 startup
landscape

Hydrogen
valleys near
industrial
clusters
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Foster cross border collaborations, and
improve policymaker awareness of
green H2 benefits

Promote active EU startup ecosystem
(e.g. dedicated H2 accelerators) and
more early stage financing options

Create “hotbeds” of innovation near existing
demand sources, with e.g. reg/tech sandboxes
and/or special economic zones

Establish enabling policies, actions & standards

Policies and standards are needed across the hydrogen value-chain
Electricity production and transmission

Hydrogen production and distribution

Material production using hydrogen

End-use

Phasing out direct and indirect fossil fuel subsidies is needed and will impact the entire value chain
• Streamline MS1 permitting processes
for RES buildout
• Simplify build out of EU transmission
capacity, with greater energy system
integration
• Support production of green electricity
and electrolysers, prioritising this over
CCS-based production
• Easy repowering of existing wind and
solar farms reaching end of life

• Set CO2-prices to value environmental
impact
• Establish traceable guarantee of origin
mechanisms
• Support only green H2 projects
• Ensure H2 is not double-taxed
• Classify H2 as an energy carrier to
ensure fair access to H2 gas grids
• Set H2 standards based on CO2
content
• Ensure H2 renewable content counts
for transport decarbonisation (RED III2)
• Tax rebates

• Set more ambitious H2 demand targets
for sectors
• Legislate net-zero climate targets for
specific sectors
• Establish border tax adjustments
• Tax rebates for green H2 purchases

• Legislate for embodied CO2 in
products (e.g. avg. gCO2/car),
including on imports
• Implement mandatory green public
procurement criteria for H2 containing
products
• Develop clear safety standards for use
of H2 and related products
(e.g. ammonia in shipping)

A phased approach, starting with clarifying definitions while also focusing on accelerating lead markets may be needed
1 Member states
2 Renewable Energy Directive to be revised as part of the EU Green Deal
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Appendix: Learning curves and investment costs for electrolysers
Corresponding learning curve

Technical specifications for electrolysers
PEM electrolyser

Data

Learning rate1

14%

CAPEX

970 € / kW

€ / kW, calculated for average electrolyser
1,200
1,000
800
600

AE electrolyser

Data

Learning rate

13%

CAPEX

1060 € / kW

400
200
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350
Production
[GW]

Investment costs are calculated as the
area under this graph → 125-150 B€
for a production of around 300 GW.
1 The learning rate is a measure on the percentual cost decrease for each doubling of the current production due to e.g. process optimizations.
Source: Böhm et al. Innovative large-scale energy storage technologies and Power-to-Gas concepts after optimization (2018)
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Appendix: Demand for incumbent solution split by sector
Sector

Unit

Demand

Comment

Sources

Buildings [Steel]

Mt steel

92

51% of European steel demand

ec.europa.eu, The EU steel industry (Accessed 2020-11)

Automotive [steel]

Mt steel

22

12% of European steel demand

ec.europa.eu, The EU steel industry (Accessed 2020-11)

Other steel products

Mt steel

67

37% of European steel demand

ec.europa.eu, The EU steel industry (Accessed 2020-11)

Ammonia prod.

TWh H2

129

H2 already used in incumbent solution

FCH-JU, Hydrogen Roadmap Europe – A sustainable pathway for the EET (2019)

Petrochemicals: Methanol

TWh H2

27

H2 already used in incumbent solution

FCH-JU, Hydrogen Roadmap Europe – A sustainable pathway for the EET (2019)

Petrochemicals: Refinery

TWh H2

153

H2 already used in incumbent solution

FCH-JU, Hydrogen Roadmap Europe – A sustainable pathway for the EET (2019)

Shipping (alt. fuels)

TWh fuel

530

European bunker oil consumption

EEA, Final Energy consumption in Europe by mode of transport (Accessed 2020-11)

Aviation – short haul

TWh fuel

466

European jet fuel consumption

EEA, Final Energy consumption in Europe by mode of transport (Accessed 2020-11)

Aviation – long haul

TWh fuel

200

European jet fuel consumption

EEA, Final Energy consumption in Europe by mode of transport (Accessed 2020-11)

Trucking

TWh H2 fuel

254

Calculated from v-km and H2 fuel needed
to fuel heavy trucks1

FCH-JU, Development of Business Cases for Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Applications for
Regions and Cities (2017)
Eurostat, Road Freight transport by vehicle characteristics (Accessed 2020-11)

Energy Storage

TWh

280

10% of European energy consumption

Assumption based on expert interviews. Eurostat, Energy Statistics – an overview
(Accessed 2020-11)

Industrial heating

TWh

450

European industrial heat demand

Heat Roadmap EU, Profile of heating and cooling demand in 2015 (2017)

1 European v-km for road freight: 1.3e+11 v-km. H2 required: 2 kWh/km.
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Appendix: Sector demand to hydrogen demand conversion factors
Sector

Unit

Demand

Comment

Sources

Buildings [Steel]

Mt H2 / Mt steel

0.08

H2 needed for steel production

Spectra, Swapping carbon for hydrogen and how the steel industry
can do it (2019)

Automotive [steel]

Mt H2 / Mt steel

0.08

H2 needed for steel production

Spectra, Swapping carbon for hydrogen and how the steel industry
can do it (2019)

Other steel products

Mt H2 / Mt steel

0.08

H2 needed for steel production

Spectra, Swapping carbon for hydrogen and how the steel industry
can do it (2019)

Ammonia prod.

Mt H2 / TWh H2

0.03

H2 energy density: 33 kWh / kg

Petrochemicals: Methanol

Mt H2 / TWh H2

0.03

H2 energy density: 33 kWh / kg

Petrochemicals: Refinery

Mt H2 / TWh H2

0.03

H2 energy density: 33 kWh / kg

Shipping (alt. fuels)

Mt H2 / TWh fuel

0.032

Ammonia as fuel, based on ammonia mass balancing,
motor efficiencies when using bunker oil/ammonia1

Based on expert interviews, Material economics analysis

Aviation – short haul

Mt H2 / TWh fuel

0.01

Based on efficiency of fuel cell vs combustion engine2

Moghbelli et.al New generation of passenger vehicles: FCV or
HEV? (2007)

Aviation – long haul

Mt H2 / TWh fuel

0.015

Mass balancing for production of synthetic fuels3

Mass balancing for synthetic fuels. Synthetic fuel model molecule
used is C12H26

Trucking

Mt H2 / TWh H2

0.03

H2 energy density: 33 kWh / kg

Energy Storage

Mt H2 / TWh
electricity

0.14

Based on energy density of H2 and efficiency of
electrolyzers and gas turbines4

Industrial heating

Mt H2 / TWh natural
gas

0.03

H2 energy density: 33 kWh / kg

1
2
3
4

Ammonia production requires 0.2 kg H2 / kg Ammonia. Motor efficiency for ammonia assumed to be 40% and for bunker oil 45%.
Fuel cell efficiency at 47% and combustion engine at 16%
Synfuel molecule C12H26.
Gas turbine efficiency at 30% and electrolyzer efficiency at 70%.
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Wärtsila, Gas Turbine for Power Generation (Accessed 2020-11)

Appendix: Calculations of green premiums on end products
Green premium

Example products (other products have similar calculation methods)
Automotive [H2 steel]

Bread [Ammonia]

100 €/t steel

Ammonia price
increase3

213%

Steel in car

~900 kg

Ammonia share
of fertilizer cost4

50%

1% [various, e.g. tool price]

Cost of car

29000 €

Fertilizer share of
bread cost

0.6%

Bread [Ammonia]

<1% [loaf of bread]

%-increase

100*0.9/29000
= 0.3%

Plywood [Methanol]

<1% [various, e.g. plywood]

Buildings [H2 steel]

<1% [building price]

Automotive [H2 steel]

<1% [car price]

Other steel products

11% [diesel price]

Diesel [Hydrogenation]
Shipping [alt. fuels]

1
2
3
4
5

3.2%

24% [ticket price]

Grey H2 prod.
Cost2

0.75 €/kg

<1% <1% [truck and fuel price]

Cost green H2

5.1 €/kg

%-increase

10.5%5

249% [price of stored el.]

Energy storage
H2 industrial heating

Diesel [Hydrogenation]
H2 share of diesel
production cost1

<1% [jeans price]

Aviation [Synfuels]
Trucking [Fuel cells]

Steel price
increase

0%

[Glass/plastic bottles]

Based on the global diesel market (900 B€) and the global usage of hydrogen in refineries (40 Mt H 2).
Hydrogen is produced as a biproduct in other refinery processes, hence a low grey H 2 cost is assumed.
Based on a green H2 price of 5.1 €/kg and a grey H2 price of 1.5 €/kg. Ammonia production requires 0.18 kg H2 / kg ammonia
The assumed fertilizer is urea
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙
( 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛 −𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑆+1)
Calculated by using the expression
=
, where S is the share of diesel production costs made up of hydrogen
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙

𝑆+1

Sources: Multiple sources, incl. Mission Possible (2018), worldsteel.org, Statista, Hydrogen Europe, Lazard, FCH-JU, Yara
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%-increase

213%*50%*0.6%
= 0.7%

Appendix: Resulting potential demand for H2 per sector
Sector

Potential market
share near-term

Potential market
share 2030

Demand nearterm [TWh]

Demand 2030
[TWh]

Comment

Buildings [Steel]

28%

40%

67

96

High share of scrap based production in long steel.

Automotive [steel]

60%

80%

34

45

Many car manufacturers already show great interest in climate actions.

Other steel products

16%

36%

28

62

Many small producers which will be hard to target.

Ammonia prod.

75%

100%

97

129

High cost competitiveness on end-product.

Petrochemicals:
Methanol

35%

70%

10

19

Petrochemicals:
Refinery

75%

100%

115

153

Shipping (alt. fuels)

16%

64%

88

353

Aviation – short haul

0%

3%

0

3

Technological challenges likely not overcome fully to 2030.

Aviation – long haul

0%

10%

0

10

Technological challenges likely not overcome fully to 2030.

Trucking

30%

40%

76

102

Battery driven trucks likely to be most competitive sol. for light-weight

Energy Storage

0%

6%

0

34

Batteries likely to be large share of short-term storage. H2 only used for seasonal

Industrial heating

5%

10%

23

45

Cost difference in first step of value chain is high.
Allows for classification of produced fuel as more environmental friendly
Technological difficulties but high cost competitiveness on end-product.

Expensive in first step of the value chain, and electricity likely more feasible.

1 Potential of market using H2 as mean for production. Calculated as a combination of the willingness-to-pay and the expected market share that H2 could have
compared to other sustainable solutions such as batteries.
Sources: Material Economics analysis
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Appendix: Cost of transporting and storing hydrogen
Transportation modes
Pipeline
0.1-0.25 € / kg H2 / 1,000 km

Storage
Storage costs and specifications

90% of transports, from local to
intercontinental

Hydrogen Storage density
Road freight (truck)
0.6-1.5 € / kg H2

2.8 kWh / m3

7% of transports, local and
intercity

Salt cavern CAPEX
Maritime freight
~3 € / kg H2

0.11 € / m3

3% of transports,
intercontinental

Transportation costs1: 0.4 € / kg H2

Total storage needed

34 TWh

Storage CAPEX

1.4 B€

LCOS3

Investment costs2: 27-64 B€

1 Assumes roughly 50% produced locally and 30% outside of Europe.
2 Assuming 75% converted gas pipelines and 25% new pipelines dedicated for H2.
3 Levelised cost of storage, BNEF
Source: BNEF Hydrogen Economy Outlook (2020), Gas for Climate Hydrogen Backbone Europe (2020), Gorre et al. Innovative large-scale energy storage technologies and Power-to-Gas concepts after optimisation (2018)
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0.2 € / kg H2

Appendix: Calculation of Levelised Cost of Hydrogen (LCOH)
Levelised cost of hydrogen
€/kg
𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐻 =

Assumptions

𝑁𝑃𝑉 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑁𝑃𝑉 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

5.1
OPEX
Transport&Storage
CAPEX

1.7

2020

Electrolyzer
specifications1

2020

2030

CAPEX

1015 €/kW

250 €/kW

Lifetime

75,000 hours

90,000 hours

Efficiency

53 kWh/kg

46 kWh/kg

Other CAPEX

50% of electrolyser
CAPEX

50% of
electrolyser
CAPEX

Utilisation2

4000 hours

4000 hours

Financial assumptions
Discount rate

4%

Cost of debt

2%

Inflation

1%

2030

1 Average of PEM and AE electrolysers.
2 Utilisation is not increased since it will always be favourable to utilise the cheapest RES hours as well as solar and wind having limited operational hours.
Source: FCH-JU, Schimidt et al. Future Cost and Performance of Water Electrolysis (2017), Böhm et al. Innovative large-scale energy storage technologies and Power-to-Gas concepts after optimization (2018)
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Appendix: Investment costs in RES and to realise end-use demand
Renewable Energy Investments

Investments in Steel-sector

Solar PV CAPEX

1,000 $/kW

EAF costs

160 €/t steel

Wind power CAPEX

1,300 $/kW

DRI costs

230 €/t steel

Share wind1

50%

EAF share in EU now

40%

Share solar

50%

Green steel prod.

70 Mt

RES capacity2

400 GW

Out of which in EU

300 GW

Investments needed

285 B€

Investments needed

25 M€

Investments in maritime freight5

Investments in road freight
# of trucks

6,000,000

Global investments to fully
decarbonise

1,350 B€

# of trucks replaced3

10%

Out of which for ammonia

18%

Cost of a truck

200,000 €
Out of which correlates with EU

29%

# of refueling stations needed4

6,160

Cost of refuel. stat.

2.4 M€

Green H2 market share

64%

Investments needed

135 B€

Investments needed

285 B€

1 Shared solar and wind utilisation allows for the assumption of 4,000 hours runtime.
2 Based on 1,200 TWh H2.
3 Heavy trucks based on share of market which will transition to green H2.
4 Based on v-km covered by largest share of trucks, and based on total number of petrol stations in EU today.
5 Analysis based on Carlo et al. Aggregate Investments for the decarbonisation of the shipping industry (2020).
Sources: Multiple, e.g. Lazard, Lloyd, Mission Possible (2018), ACEA, TRAFA, Material Economics analysis
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Appendix: Interviews conducted during the study
Name

Position

Company / organisation

Philippe Boucly

President

AfHypac (french H2 association)

Evangelos Tzimas

Scientific Project Manager

EC Joint Research Centre

Pierre Tardieu

Chief Policy Officer

WindEurope

Tomas Kebla

Principal

Contrarian Ventures

Francois Gilles

Innovation Finance Advisory

European Investment Bank

Merce Labordena

Senior Policy Advisor

SolarPower Europe

Oliver Borm

Senior Product Manager

Ex-Sunfire

Raffaele Rossi

Project manager

SolarPower Europe

Shiva Dustdar

European Investment Bank

Manfred Waidhaus

Head of Innovation Finance Advisory
CTO and Head of Technology & Innovation in Siemens business segment
"Hydrogen Solutions"

Javier Cavada Camino

Ex President Energy Solutions

Ex-Wärtsilä

Michael Laznek

CFO

World Energy

Anders Åhlen

Principal

Material Economics

Per Klevnäs

Partner

Material Economics

Mathias Reinemann

Senior Manager New Business

Rheinisch-Westfälische Elektrizitätswerke (RWE)

Martin Porter

Senior Advisor

FTI Consulting

Celine Rottier

Loan Officer

European Investment Bank
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Ex-Siemens

